
Outdoors:

Add curb appeal       
Give your house number a new stance. 
Painting your address on pots or planters 
can be a great way to show off your home 
in a modern way. If your tired concrete 
slab is showing age and is a little too 
worn for wear, try replacing with a sleek 
modern look in slate tile. 

Lights, camera, outdoors!    
Highlight your backyard with unconventional outdoor lighting 
tricks to enhance the enjoyment. Utilize the ambiance and 
warmth of a fireside glow. Hardware and outdoor stores now 
sell up-lighting which can be placed under large potted plants 
to showcase your favorite blooms. Switch out standard small 

sconces with impactful color-
ful lamps. Tiny ‘fairy lights’ in 
mason jars are a good way to 
add subtle artsy ambiance to 
any backyard dining spot. 

Play up water features
Backyard doesn’t boast a pool? Show how buyers can beat the 
summer heat by upgrading your outdoor oasis with a cooling/
misting system under any porch, pergola or umbrella. Help 
visitors imagine relaxing in their new backyard with a good 
book, or soaking up the rays by creating a lounging area. You 
can even surround this outdoor hangout space with surround 
sound faux stone speakers for a natural look that rocks all 
night long. 

Indoors:

Discourage dingy light
Bring light indoors by removing heavy winter drapes and 
if needed, use drawn back lightweight and light-colored 
curtains. Switch out throw pillows (both inside and out) for 
lighter and brighter colors. 

Declutter
It is exceedingly important to declutter if your children are 
home on summer break. Make sure to utilize hidden storage 
to the fullest potential to keep clutter from view. Box up 
family pictures and mementos on the fireplace, it deserves 
a new summer look too. If wood burning, switch out logs 
in the fireplace with tall candles at various heights and add 
a large floral arrangement or colorful wreath above the 
hearth to bring a touch of the outdoors, in. 

Don’t be a summer Scrooge 
If you have it, don’t skimp on air-conditioning come open 
house day. Although you may not be in the home during 
a showing, it’s important to keep the air at a comfortable 
level. Fill the sink with ice cubes and fill it with summer 
refreshments that encourage potential buyers to linger in 
the home longer. 

Sources: HGTV.com and thebalance.com.
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Transition your home for a quick sale.

Show off your home to potential buyers by embracing the longer hours and warmer weather, 
both indoors and outdoors. Make these simple tweaks to your home and stand out above the 
rest on the market this summer.
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